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About This Game

- Tight, retro, arcade. You will control different kinds of fighters under inertia (in good and challenging ways), achieve the
highest score!

- Most important thing is to pay attention to fighter's Energy Point! Each single attack costs energy. And it is supplemented by
destroying enemy or space scrap collecting. Aiming System will give you a unique experience.

- Every battle needs specific strategy. Choose the perfect weapon to deal with your quest. As the difficulty increases, you need
to strengthen your fighter through all the gains.

- Failed? No worries! At the end of each battle, you'll receive the bonus by score to arm yourself in the next game or unlock a
brand-new fighter.

- A variety of fighters for you to choose, different shapes and basic properties, most importantly different Special Skills! Get
familiar with each fighter's Special Skill, you'll enjoy the feeling of saving the crisis!
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Title: Space Gladiator
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Hermitown
Publisher:
Hermitown
Release Date: 16 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows® 7 / 8/ 10 (64-BIT Required)

Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX560

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound compatible (must support DirectX 9.0c or higher)

Additional Notes:

English
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The multiplayer (the reason I bought this game) barely functions. The desync issues are so bad that you anyone who's not the
host finds themselves dying across the map from an enemy that they can't see. This game was released from early access far too
early. Would you put this on store shelves without a working multiplayer? There's little to no information on the internet about
the actual functionality problems in this game so hopefully this will shed some light. Don't misunderstand me, this game is not
bad, I find it really fun, but DO NOT buy this game until it's actually worth being f***ing called "fully released". There are
posts back from March and April where the Devs said they were going to fix the desync bugs as fast as they could but nothing
has changed as of yet.. I Think i need a new Q button.... There's a lot of repetitive grinding to get gold to beat the next challenge.
The UI is terrible, very hard to compare units, hard to see what stats they have, and you have to switch between different
windows (or write down on a piece of paper) which units that you have in your battle setup.. Keeps crashing. Can't change
cotrols. Takes forever to load. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME.
Oh and if you play anyway, don't double KO on the wizard boss or you will have to start over from the beginning : the key that
drops will be lost forever and you won't be able to open doors to continue the game... neat huh?. Where Blue Shift failed, this
expansion succeeds. Gearbox did an excellent job with this one, with a ton of great new weapons and great new enemies to face.
Once you're done with Half-Life 1, you've GOT to play this.. We really looked forward to playing this, however we could not
find a way to play this in split screen with a keyboard and a steam controller and after tens of minutes of frustration just gave
up. Such a shame.. My god this game is just... bad.
There is no phisics.
Music is crap. Visual is pathetic.. The Movie, a feature length documentary, aims to educate & entertain audiences about how
video games are made, marketed, and consumed by looking back at gaming history and culture through the eyes of game
developers, publishers, and consumers.

I watched this twice 10/10. Really useful.
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still , quite enjoyable.
. Ok I bought it. How to I play it?

I really enjoyed the music in the game but apparently buying this Nightside OST does nothing. I would think it would show up
under steam music.. get the first one not this one. This DLC...I love it! I am so horribly in love with it and I have found my new
favorite character in Star Breaker, whose theme I love a lot as well. In fact, this pack is so good, I had to make a review and
show off just how awesome it is. Please make more like these, maybe a breaker booster pack? =D

My Review for more details and showcasing of the new maps, cards and characters:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=z6QWb9n2WEQ. Can i have my money back? will never use this.. missing the charm of
the other 2 holy potatoes games IMO, it didn't really impress me in any way.. I am recommending this game with reservations!
1. No Single Player
2. You must have a controller (This is a problem to me)
3. No Multiplayer LAN or Internet Support all on the same PC only
4. Lack of a Tutorial
5. Lack of ability to change the controls or customize them

If you can get past all that, it is quite a bit of fun but this really is only for people who can physical get with others or happen to
have fun drunk college roommates.

Rating: 3/5
Rage Factor: 5/5

Video Review:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mbntpcCUsZQ. This is very sweet and cute puzzle game. It gave me nostalgia about the
childhood times when I loved to play similar puzzle adventures on my first PC. Everything made with love in the game. Will be
great choice if for oldies (like me) and kids <3. buggy as hell
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